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Vision for a 
new

Whipps Cross 
Hospital on a 
redeveloped 

site

Vision and Case for change – a clear vision developed with - and shared by - partners, 
underpinned by a compelling case for change 

• The vision for the redevelopment of Whipps Cross has been 

developed with - and is shared by - both health system and local 

government partners and endorsed by Government as one of the six 

trusts to be named in phase 1 of the national Health Infrastructure 

Plan (HIP)

• It envisages a brand new hospital delivering the same core services 

as today, including A&E and maternity to serve a growing population. 

It will also allow the opportunity to deliver new integrated care models 

in line with the NHS long-term plan, including the potential to 

establish Whipps Cross as a centre of expertise for the care of frail 

and older patients

• Developing the near-18 hectare Whipps Cross site would see a new 

hospital within a wider health and wellbeing setting alongside new 

homes and other facilities, benefiting the community and promoting 

wider economic regeneration in a relatively deprived area of East 

London
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Key assumptions adopted in the Strategic Outline Case 

Health and 
Care 

Services 
Strategy 

Wholesite
Masterplan 

• Whipps Cross will continue to provide the core services it does today - including A&E and maternity 
- but introduce new models of care to improve quality and access with more patients seen and 
treated on the same day and more joined up ‘integrated’ services for the local population

• Next steps: to refresh the health care services strategy (including demand and capacity 
assumptions) to asses the likely enduring impact of COVID 19 on the assumptions for the scope 
and scale of services at the new hospital and services in the community

Hospital 
Design and 

Development 

• The site of the former nurses accommodation is emerging as the ‘preferred way forward’  for the 
location of the new hospital, which is the quickest, least expensive and least disruptive  option. A 
business case for beginning enabling works is in development

Next steps: to take forward outline planning process to support OBC

• Whipps Cross Hospital is envisaged to be slightly smaller than today (around 77,000 sqm) but :
o built to modern standards and with more space dedicated to clinical activity than today 

(around 70% compared to around 50% currently)
o services consolidated into a new hospital building providing better clinical adjacencies
o maintaining the flexibility to adapt to the future

• Next steps: an Architect Led Design team to be appointed in July, to work up detailed design 
and phasing plans by the autumn and a procurement strategy to be developed for FBC.
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Overview 
A brand new state-of-the-art hospital, built on the disused site of the former 
nurses’ accommodation. Significant land would become available for 
development. 

Key features

• A new, state-of-the-art hospital 
on the disused site of the former 
nurses’ accommodation 

• Quickest and least disruptive 
option as the site is disused and 
the building would be built in one 
phase 

• Probably ‘mid-rise’ (6-8 storeys) 
with some taller elements

• A new multi-storey car park 
would probably be needed

The site of the former nurses accommodation is emerging as the ‘preferred 
way forward’ for the location of the new hospital, based on the analysis and 
the feedback we have received
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Key Assumptions

! New Community
! The development assumes significant new homes in 

line with the Council’s draft local plan
! An assumption of 50% affordable housing, including the 

potential for key worker housing 
! A 5,000sqm ‘flexible block’ for other Health and Care 

Services (to be determined by Commissioners)
! Public Realm
! Open space
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Outline timescales for the OBC and FBC – these are indicative at this 
stage and are being subject to review as part of considering the impact 
of COVID 19
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Autumn 
2020 

Approval of 
design and 

phasing 
plans

Winter 
2020/21
Submit 
outline 

planning and 
finalise OBC

Spring 
2021   

Outline 
planning 

approval and 
OBC 

approval

Spring 
2021 

Appoint 
contractor 

partner

Spring 
2022 

Finalise 
design and 

confirm 
pricing; town 

planning 
approval

Summer 
2022

Trust Board, 
DHSC and 
Treasury 
approve 

FBC

Autumn 
2022 

Start on site 

Autumn 
2026 

New Hospital   


